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Salinity is a growing problem affecting soils and agriculture in many parts of the world. The presence of salt in plant cells

disrupts many basic metabolic processes, contributing to severe negative effects on plant development and growth. 
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1. Introduction

Soil quality in many parts of the U.S. and worldwide is susceptible to a variety of stresses, including drought, temperature,

deterioration due to erosion and other factors, and increasing salinity due to evaporation and/or irrigation practices. At the

same time the human population is growing and in many regions high-quality agricultural land is decreasing due to the

expansion of urban areas .

Salinity is inhibitory to the growth and development of many plants, including most crops . It affects all cellular

processes, including disruption of cellular homeostasis, impairment of photosynthesis, mRNA processing, transcription,

protein synthesis, disruption of energy metabolisms, amino acid biosynthesis as well as lipid metabolism . In

response to increasing salt, plant cells activate specific Na  and Cl  ion transporters and adjust the accumulation of

cytosolic K  . Plant cells must also undergo osmotic adjustment, which is accomplished in many ways, including

the production of organic osmolytes such as glycine betaine, proline, some sugars, and polyamines, of which most are

synthesized in the chloroplast .

Chloroplasts belong to a family of cellular organelles commonly found in plant and algal cells known as plastids. Green

plastids—chloroplasts—are the site where atmospheric CO  fixation occurs through a series of biochemical reactions

called the Calvin–Benson cycle by utilizing the energy produced by the light reactions of photosynthesis . Elevated

salinity levels affect many cellular processes, including photosynthesis, the major function of chloroplasts. The presence

of salt in the soil may cause both osmotic and ionic stresses , which may hinder photosynthesis through the diffusional

(stomatal, mesophyll and boundary layer resistance to CO ) and/or non-diffusional (photochemical and biochemical)

limitations of carbon fixation . Salinity exposure is also known to decrease the chlorophyll content in

many plants . However, salt-resistant plants, particularly those with a C  mechanism, may overcome the inhibitory

effect of salinity on CO  fixation more effectively .

In general, when plants are exposed to salt stress, the very first response is osmotic shock followed by induction of

stomatal closure. Stomatal closure, in turn, limits photosynthetic capacity by the restriction of CO  supply. However,

research has shown that increasing the external CO  concentration under salt stress did not lead to an increase in

photosynthesis rates in many cases. This observation suggests the involvement of some non-stomatal components in

photosynthesis reduction under salinity, such as overproduction of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and the depletion of

K  inside plant cells due to the accumulation of Na  . This results in the disruption of ionic homeostasis in

chloroplasts.

Besides CO  fixation, thylakoid reactions are also affected by salinity . The most commonly studied parameters in

this context are the maximum quantum efficiency of the PSII reaction centers (F /F ), quantum efficiency of PSII (ΦPSII),

non-photochemical quenching (NPQ), photochemical quenching (qP) and electron transport rate (ETR), which defines the

overall performance of plants under different stresses . Salt-resistant plants are known to possess resilient thylakoid

reactions to overcome salinity effects such as photodamage  and protection of the reaction centers . This may

include protective mechanisms such as cyclic electron flow, photorespiration in C  plants and regulation of NPQ .

CO  fixation and thylakoid reactions of photosynthesis take place in thylakoids and the stroma of the chloroplast,

providing the essential carbon skeleton for growth, energy for driving various metabolic reactions as well as the

biosynthesis of different metabolites. Salt-induced toxicity negatively affects all these processes, resulting in poor plant

growth and reduction in yield. Chloroplasts are also major reactive oxygen species (ROS) production sites at the reaction
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centers of PSII and PSI, where charge separation occurs, and the electron transport chain (ETC) from PSII to PSI are

highly sensitive to salt-induced toxicity under which ROS production is further increased . Higher concentrations of

ROS cause oxidative damage to membranes, lipids, nucleic acids, proteins and some photosynthetic enzymes, resulting

in reduced CO  fixation, slower plant growth and consequently low crop yields. The ROS-scavenging system includes

both enzymatic and non-enzymatic antioxidants that prevent oxidative damage. Therefore, manipulation of the

components of this system holds great implications for improving the photosynthetic rates under salt stress in crop plants.

This has been tested by overexpression of Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase (SOD) in the chloroplasts of tobacco  and

Chinese cabbage . Since chloroplasts are largely under the control of nuclear gene expression for growth and

metabolic activities, chloroplasts have evolved a sophisticated signaling network to coordinate with the nucleus to control

gene expression and maintain the balanced expression of genes in the two compartments. Chloroplasts also act as global

sensors relaying changes in their own developmental status as well as in the environmental conditions, including light

intensity and stresses to the nucleus. As a result, the nucleus adjusts the expression of its genes to ensure optimal plant

performance under changing environmental conditions . Until recently, this chloroplast–nucleus communication has

been largely viewed as bilateral, ignoring the pivotal role of chloroplasts in adjusting gene expression and metabolic

processes that affect photosynthesis and ultimately crop yields.

2. Effects of Salinity Stress on Chloroplast Structure and Function

Soil salinity is one of the major challenges to the sustainable development of agriculture in different parts of the world.

Salinity has detrimental effects on plant growth by imposing several constraints. For instance, salt-induced toxicity impairs

the normal functioning of the organelles, such as chloroplasts—the green plastids—which house several important

biochemical reactions, including photosynthesis. Chloroplast dysfunction as a result of various environmental stresses,

including salinity, has been reported to have detrimental effects on plants . Chloroplasts, in addition to being a site of

various metabolic reactions, also act as global sensors to sense and communicate the developmental, operational and

environmental changes to the nucleus.

Understanding the effect of salinity on chloroplast function and the response of various metabolic reactions to salt stress

is necessary for the development of salt-tolerant crops. Little attention has been paid to how salinity affects chloroplasts

and the stromal metabolic reactions. Salinity-related changes in the size, number, lamellar organization, lipid and starch

accumulation, and trafficking across the chloroplast membrane are dependent on the plant species and its level of salt

tolerance. Chloroplast swelling or alteration in thylakoid membranes of glycophytes may be linked with the ionic

component of salinity while some halophytes are affected by the osmotic effect of high salinity (Figure 1). Most

halophytes either maintain chloroplast structure or enhance grana development under salinity stress. Swelling of

thylakoids and disruption of chloroplast envelopes in mesophyll cells along with intact chloroplasts in bundle sheath cells

is a general C  response under salinity, irrespective of the subtype.

Halophytes and glycophytes have evolved different pathways to respond to salinity stress. For example, halophytes are

much better adapted at maintaining a lower salt concentration in the cytoplasm compared to glycophytes. Likewise,

chloroplasts in halophytes seem to have a better antioxidant system than those of glycophytes, and consequently more

protected photosynthetic apparatuses under salt stress. Similarly, salinity-triggered starch deposition appears to be a

damage symptom in glycophytes but a survival strategy in halophytes. The salinity-induced influx of Na  and Cl  appears

beneficial for halophytes but lethal for glycophytes (Figure 1). Accumulation of Na  or Cl  disrupts ionic homeostasis,

impairs protein synthesis and interferes with the enzymatic activities of the organelle. However, recent work suggests that

the negative effects of these ions on plant health are not because of toxicity per se but are the result of interference with

the absorption or metabolism of other essential ions . This view stems from the evidence that K  influx in chloroplasts is

reduced with excessive Na  or Cl  accumulation. K  is an essential element for the plant cell and is not only required for

chloroplast development but also for pH regulation, maintenance of the electron transport chain and thylakoid restacking

. Osmolyte synthesis suggests that organic solutes may help in fine adjustment along with ion transport (vacuolar

compartmentation) and accumulation of cytosolic K  in stressed environments rather than osmotic adjustment. However,

osmolytes are certainly involved in the osmoprotection of membrane transport proteins and the scavenging of ROS.

Despite ion regulation and osmotic adjustment, salinity induces many changes in chloroplast functions and signaling.
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Figure 1. A model that summarizes the effects of salinity

stress on chloroplasts in salt-sensitive (glycophyte) and salt-tolerant (halophyte) plants.

Chloroplastic CO  fixation is generally more sensitive to salinity than the thylakoid reactions. However, CO  fixation in

many halophytes is reportedly less prone to salinity compared to glycophytes. One major evolutionary adaptation that

seems to operate in halophytes is the switching of CO  concentration around Rubisco under stressful environmental

conditions, including salinity. The reduced photosynthetic efficiency is considered a major salt-induced constraint inhibiting

plant growth, and ultimately crop productivity. However, it is not yet clear whether the decrease in photosynthesis is the

cause of growth reduction or the reduction in the growth rate causes a decrease in photosynthesis under salt stress.

Nevertheless, a reduced rate of photosynthesis leads to higher production of ROS and also triggers the activity of ROS-

scavenging enzymes. The higher activity of the ROS-detoxifying enzymes maintains a level of these species in a

functionally useful range required for cell signaling. These enzymatic systems are naturally present in plants. Although

differences in the activity of these enzymes have been reported in different genotypes, it is believed to be associated with

responses such as stomatal closures, reduction in the CO  fixation rates and an increase in photorespiration under

stressful conditions . Tight regulation of ROS alongside many chloroplastic metabolites also function as ‘putative’

signals for communication between chloroplasts and the nucleus (as well as other organelles) via so-called ‘retrograde

signaling’. Despite information on crop and model plants, our knowledge about such signaling in halophytes is still far from

full comprehension. Chloroplast functions, including photosynthesis, are integrated with other basic plant metabolic

mechanisms of the plant in response to stresses, including salinity, and multiple factors work together to confer tolerance

against salinity . These factors include ion regulation that controls uptake and transport of salt and other ions to

compartments within the plant cell, synthesis of compatible solutes, antioxidative enzymes and plant hormones and

changes in photosynthesis and membranes in the cell . Some of these occur within the chloroplast but are not limited

to that location. These mechanisms are quite complicated, and many questions remain unanswered . Some of these

questions include how the plant senses salinity to initiate the signaling process, the precise details of how salinity stress

leads to stomatal closure and growth reduction and the specific targets of ion toxicity in plant cells . While advances are

being made, a detailed understanding of the mechanisms behind salt tolerance is not yet clear. A comprehensive

understanding of these mechanisms by employing multidisciplinary approaches is necessary for their effective

incorporation into salt-sensitive crops for better crop yields under stressful environments.
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